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ON LIE ALGEBRAS OF VECTOR FIELDS
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AKIRA KORIYAMA, YOSHIAKI MAEDA AND HIDEKI OMORI

Abstract. This paper has two purposes. The first is a generalization of the

theorem of Pursell-Shanks [10]. Our generalization goes by assuming the

existence of a nontrivial core of a Lie algebra. However, it seems to be a

necessary condition for the theorems of Pursell-Shanks type.

The second is the classification of cores under the assumption that the core

itself is infinitesimally transitive at every point. As naturally expected, we

have the nonelliptic, primitive infinite-dimensional Lie algebras.

0. Introduction. Let M and TV be connected C00 manifolds and ï(M) (resp.

3c(N)) the Lie algebra of all C°° vector fields with compact support on M (resp.

N). A well-known theorem of Pursell-Shanks [10] may be stated as follows:

Theorem. There exists a Lie algebra isomorphism $ of£(M) onto X(N) if and

only if there exists a C00 diffeomorphism <p of M onto N such that $ = dtp.

The above result still holds for Lie algebras of all infinitesimal automor-

phisms of several geometric structures on M and N. Indeed, Omori [9, §X]

proved the corresponding result in case of volume structures, symplectic

structures, contact structures and fibering structures with compact fibers, and

Koriyama [4] showed this is still true for submanifolds regarding a submani-

fold M' as a geometric structure on M. Recently, Amemiya [2] gave a

generalization of the theorem of Pursell-Shanks in the case that the Lie algebra

8 is a module over C00 functions on M and there is no point on which every

m E g vanishes.

Our first purpose of this paper is to give a unified proof for the above results.

Now, we consider a Lie algebra e (resp. 'g) of C00 vector fields on a

connected, complete C°° riemannian manifold M (resp. TV) with the following

conditions:

(C,l) Every u £ e is complete (integrable).

(C,2)Ad(exp u)q ■» 8 f°r every u E g.

(C,3) g is a locally closed LAS.

(C,4) a has nontrivial core.
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(C,5) g is infinitesimally transitive at every point.

Our first main theorem is stated as follows:

Theorem A. Let g,'g be Lie algebras of C°° vector fields with (C,1)-(C,5)-

Then there exists an algebraic isomorphism <P: g -»'g which sends a nontrivial

subcore to a subcore if and only if there exists a C00 diffeomorphism <p: M -* N

such thai $ = dtp.

Now, we want to explain conditions (C,1)-(C,5).

Condition (C,l) seems to be natural from the standpoint of the theory of Lie

groups. If M is closed, every vector field is complete. However, if M is not

compact, we have to note the following: Let Q be the set all complete C00

vector fields on M. Then, in general, G is neither a linear space nor a closed

subset in the C°° topology. Moreover 6 is not closed under the Lie bracket

product. Roughly speaking, Lie algebras with (C,l) are obtained through

various compactifications of M.

If g has the property (C,l), then for any m E g there is a one parameter

group exp tu generated by u. This is a one parameter family of C00 diffeomor-

phisms of M onto itself. For any diffeomorphism <p, we define Ad (<p)v by

(Ad (<p)v)(p) = dcpv((p~x(p)). Thus, condition (C,2) seems also natural from

the standpoint of the theory of Lie groups. There are, however, a lot of Lie

algebras without this condition. For instance, set g = {f(x)d/dx} on a line R,

where / is a C00 function with compact support, constant on a fixed

neighborhood of 0. Then, g satisfies (C,l) but not (C,2). (Indeed, g satisfies

(C,1)-(C,5) except (C,2).) However, condition (C,2) does not give a strong

restriction for Lie algebras. It is easy to be satisfied as we can see in §2.

Let g be a Lie algebra of C00 vector fields on M. g is said to be a locally

closed LAS, if the following conditions are satisfied:

(LC) Let {h„} be a sequence in g such that suppw„ are contained in a

compact set K for all n. Then lim,,.,^ un £ g whenever it exists in the C°°

topology.

(LAS) Let « be a C°° vector field on M with a compact support. Then m £ g

if and only if, for anyp £ M and for any integer A > 0, there is vpk £ g such

that jk u =jpkvk, where jk is the Ath jet at p.

Roughly speaking, the condition (LAS) means that g is defined by a linear

differential operator. However, this condition is not used so strictly in the

proof of Theorem A. All results except the proof of Theorem B stated below

hold without condition (C,3) but with the following much weaker condition:

(IC,2) For any v E g with a compact support,

f   Ad (exptu)vdt E g   for any «Eg,       -oo < a < b < oo.

(Cf. Lemma 1.2 and the remark there.)
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Condition (C,3) plays an important role in the proof of the next main

theorem of this paper. The Lie algebra 3L(M) of all C00 vector fields with

compact support is an example of Lie algebras with (C,3).

Condition (C,5) means, of course, that dim{w(p); u £ g} = dim M at every

p £ M. However, this condition is rather technical. Many results in this paper

hold without this condition. So the results which are proved by using (C,5) will

be stated as corollaries in this paper.

Now, we have to explain condition (C,4). Though the precise definition of

the core of g is given in §1, the most essential property of the core 0(g) is the

following:

(P) Let u £ G(e). For any positive c, u can be written as a finite sum

w = 2a ua sucn tnat ua e ^(ö) anc* diam (supp ua) < e, where diam(supp)

means the diameter of the support.

Indeed, G(a) is defined as a maximal subspace of a with the above property

(P)(cf.§l).

As a matter of course, (P) is one of the properties of a subcore. The

existence of a nontrivial core is essential in this paper and indeed gives the

strongest restriction to the Lie algebras. Many important Lie algebras such as

Lie algebras of real analytic vector fields have the trivial core. Moreover, by

condition (C,4), we have to exclude the Lie algebras of infinitesimal automor-

phisms of elliptic (^-structures. Cores will be classified under the additional

condition that the core itself is infinitesimally transitive at every point. Indeed,

this is the second purpose of this paper.

Theorem B. Let 0(e) be the core of a Lie algebra with (C,1)-(C,5). Assume

furthermore that 0(g) is infinitesimally transitive at every point. Then 6(q) is one

of the following Lie algebras: £(M), XU(A/), £dVc(M), £qc(M).

Though the precise definition of the above Lie algebras will be given in §§8

and 9, we want to remark the following:

(i) £(M) is the Lie algebra of all C00 vector fields with compact support.

If M is simply connected, then

(ii) £U(M) is the Lie algebra of all C00 contact transformations with

compact support.

(iii) £dVc(M) = {w £ £(M);dVlu = dy, supp y is compact}.

(iv) Xnc(A/) = {u E £(M);tiJu = dy, supp y is compact}, where dV, ß

are a C°° volume form, a C00 symplectic form respectively, and J means the

inner product.

If M is not simply connected, then w, dV, £2 are multivalued forms on M

and the definitions of cores are a little more complicated. (For the precise

definitions, see the first paragraph of §8 and Lemma 8.4 and §9, (B).) The

classification is based on the corollary of Lemma 8.2.

Now, the proof of Theorem A goes as follows:
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(1) First of all, a characterization of maximal ideals of a subcore f) is given.

Then it can be seen that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

maximal ideals 5 such that 9 3) [b, b] and points of the manifold.

(2) Secondly, the given Lie algebra isomorphism $ sends maximal ideals of

b onto those of 'b = $(!)), hence i> induces a one-to-one correspondence <p of

M onto N. This tp turns out to be a homeomorphism.

(3) Thirdly, to prove that ç is a diffeomorphism, we use condition (C,5) and

the formula $(Ad (exptu)v) = Ad (expt$(u))$(v), which will be established

in §5.

If g is without (C,5), then we have only the differentiability of <p on each g-

orbit, where g-orbit is an orbit of the group & generated by {exp tu; u E g}.

Every g-orbit is an immersed submanifold of M as we will show in §2, but this

fact has been obtained originally by Sussmann [13]. Even in such intransitive

Lie algebra g, if g contains enough information about transversal directions of

orbits, the differentiability of <p may be concluded by such information. In

fact, if g is a module over C°° functions, the transitivity condition (C,5) can

be easily replaced by the condition that there is no point on which every «Eg

vanishes (cf. §6). Moreover, in several concrete examples related to Hamilton-

ian systems, condition (C,5) can be replaced by some other weaker conditions.

These examples, however, will be discussed elsewhere.

As for the Lie algebras treated in [9, §X], the core is characterized

algebraically by g. Therefore in such Lie algebras, any isomorphism sends the

core to the core. Indeed, if g is the Lie algebra of all infinitesimal contact

transformations with compact support, the core of g is g itself (cf. [9, p. 98]).

If g is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal automorphisms which leave compact

fibers invariant, then the core of g is given by the intersection of all proper

maximal ideals (cf. [9, p. 138]). If g is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal

automorphisms of a symplectic or a volume structure, then the core of g is

given by the derived algebra [g, g] under the additional condition that M is

closed, where the derived algebra means the finite sum of elements [u, v], u, v

E q. However, Omori's proof in [9, §X] contains a gap. Lemma 10.4.1 in [9]

holds only for the case M is closed, and Lemma 10.3.2 is proved by using the

above lemma implicitly. So the precise proof will be given in §6 in this paper.

The proof of Theorem B is, of course, based on the classification of the

primitive, complete Lie algebras, obtained by Singer and Sternberg [12],

Morimoto and Tanaka [7], Shnider [11] and Guillemin [3]. The proof goes as

follows:

(1) Let £ be the core of given Lie algebra g. £ is infinitesimally transitive at

every point by the hypothesis of the theorem. First of all, we will show that

the isotropy subalgebra £ of £ at p E M is a maximal subalgebra (cf. §3).

We take the Taylor expansions of all u £ £ at a point p E M and take the

closure of it in the linear topology of the formal power series. Then, we get
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one of the 14 Lie algebras in the classification table of complete primitive Lie

algebras.

(2) Secondly, using the transitivity of E, we make a <7-structure on M so that

the group G generated by {exprw;w Eg} may become an auotmorphism

group.

(3) Thirdly, by condition (C,4) we exclude the case that G is elliptic. Thus,

only the 6 cases remain.

(4) Fourthly, by case-by-case method combined with condition (C,3), we fix

the core.

Step (4) is the only reason why we restrict ourselves to transitive cores

instead of treating the restriction of Ë onto ©-orbit. Though many lemmas in

the proof of Theorem B hold for the Lie algebra S restricted to a S-orbit 6 ,

the local closedness of E|6p is not guaranteed by that of a-

1. Definition of the core, subcores and several properties. Let M be a

connected, complete C00 riemannian manifold and q a Lie algebra of C00

vector fields on M with conditions (C,1)-(C,3). For any subspace h of a. we

denote by 20(f)) the subset of all common zeros of b. Let S be the set of all

subspaces 6 of a with the following property:

(P) For any u E b, there is a compact set Ku such that Ku n 20(i)) = 0

and, for any positive e, u can be written as a finite sum u = 2a ua such that

ua £ b, supp«a C Ku and diam (supp«a) < t.

The above property means especially that every u E Í) is identically zero in

a neighborhood of 20(6).

Lemma 1.1. Ifbx, b2 £ S, then hx + f»2 E S.

Proof. Note that 20(f), + fj2) = 20(b,) n 20(f)2). For any u + v E f),

+b2, we set Ku+V = Ku U Kv. Then, we have Ku+V n 20(bx + b2) = 0.

Other properties can be easily checked.

Since S is a partially ordered set, we see by the above lemma that there is a

unique maximal element S(e), which will be called the core ofq.

Lemma 1.2. Let v be an element of q with a compact support. Then,

fa Ad (exptu)vdt E qfor any u £ a and for any a, b such that -oo < a < b

< oo (i.e., g satsifies (IC,2)).

Proof. K = U,eia6] supp Ad (exp/u)t> is a compact set, hence so is

supp// Ad (exptu)vdt. Since the integration is a limit of finite sum, we have

5¡ Ad (e\ptu)v dt £ q.
Remark. Once this property (IC,2) is established, we do not use the local

closedness any more until §8.

Lemma 1.3. Suppose u E q does not vanish at p E M. Then there is a

relatively compact open neighborhood V(p) of p satisfying the following: For any
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v E g with suppf C V(p), there is I(v) E g such that [u, I(v)] = v on V(p).

Proof. There is an open coordinate neighborhood U(p) of p with a

coordinate system xx,..., xn such that u = d/dxx on U(p). We choose a

sufficiently small cubic neighborhood V(p) = (-a, a) X • • • x (-a, a) such

that (-3a,3a) x (-a,a) x • • • X (—a,a) is still contained in U(p). Now, we set

I(v) — So" Ad(exptu)vdt. By the above lemma, we see that I(v) £ g. On the

other hand, for any (xx,...,xn) £ V(p),

(Ad (exptu)v)(xx,... ,xn) = v(xx - t,x2,.. .,xn).

Thus, we have the following for any v E g with suppv C V(p):

I(v)(xx,... ,xn) = fx X_2a v(t,x2, ...,xn)dt = jj v(t,x2,.. ,,xn)dt.

Hence, it is clear that [u, I(v)] = v on V(p).

Now, let 0(g) be the core of g. By [6(g), g] we denote the space of the finite

sum of elements [u,v], u E 6(g), v E g.

Lemma 1.4. 20([6(g),g]) = 20(6(g)).

Proof. Since suppw n 20(6(g)) = 0 for any u £ (2(g) (cf. the property

(P)), we have 20([6(g),g]) => Z0(6(g)).

Now, for any point p E M — 20(6(g)) there is u £ 6(g) such that u(p)

# 0. Hence by the above lemma there is a relatively compact neighborhood

V(p) such that if v E g has the property suppt/ C V(p), then [u,I(v)\ s von

V(p). On the other hand, the core has the property (P). Therefore, there is

w £ 6(g) such that supp w C V(p) and w(p) # 0. Thus, we have [6(g), g](p)

#{0} where p £ M - 20(6(g)).

The following are the properties of the core 6(g) of g which will be used in

this paper:

Proposition I A. Let 6(g) be the core o/g with (C,1)-(C,3).

(i) 6(g) « an ideal of g.

(ii) Ad (exp/u)6(g) = 6(g) for any u E g, / E R.

(iii) 6(g) has the property (?) replacing f) by 6(g).

(iv) fa Ad (exptu)vdt E 6(g) for any u £ Q,v £ 6(g).

Proof, (iii) is trivial by definition.

(i) Let w = 2a K>fJ> «a e 2(8), H, e 9> be an element of [6(g), g]. Since

6(g) has property (P), there are compact sets Ku<¡. Set Kw = UJ^ . Then

Kw n 20([6(g), g]) = 0 because of Lemma 1.4. So, it is easy to check that

[6(g), g] has property (P); hence by the maximality we have [6(g),g] C 6(g).

(ii) Let <p = exp tu. It is easy to see that 20(Ad (<p)6(g)) = <p20(6(g)). For

any v £ 6(g), there is a compact set Kv stated in property (P). We set
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^Ad(<p)v = *PKv ^ 's now easv t0 check that Ad (<p)6(q) has property (P), and

hence Ad (<p)S(a) C ß(a)> but this implies Ad (<p)S(a) = ß(g) because the

same is true for <p-1.

We remark that the above equality also shows that <p20(ß(a)) = 20(ß(a)).

(iv) Let b be the linear space of the finite sum of elements// Ad (exptu)vdt,

v £ 6(a), where u E q is arbitrarily fixed and c, d are arbitrary. It is enough

to show that 6(q) + b satisfies condition (P). Remark that 2o(0(e) + 6)

C 20(ß(a)). For any v E 0(a), there is a compact set Kv stated in property

(P). Since Kv n 20(e(a)) = 0 and 2o(0(a)) is invariant under the group ©

generated by {exp?w;u E a}, we see that Kw = U,erCi</]<p,X'ir is compact and

Kw n 20(e(a)) = 0, where <p, = expr«. Since [c,d] x Kv is compact, for any

e > 0 there is 8 > 0 and an integer m such that p(<p,(p),<ps(q)) < e whenever

p,qE Kv, p(p,q) < 8 and /, s £ [c,d], \t - s\ < l/m, where p means the

distance. By property (P), v can be written as a finite sum v — 2a va such that

va £ e(a), suppig C Kv and diam (suppt>a) < 8. Divide the interval [c,d]

into many small intervals {Iß so that the diameter of each I} is less than l/m.

Now, we have

f  Ad (exp lu)vdt = 2 S f Ad (exp tu)va dt

and

Moreover,

supp f Ad (exp tu)v dt C Kw.

diam Í supp J  Ad (exp tu)va dt \ <£.

Using the above result, we get easily that 6(q) + b bas property (P).

Remark. Property (ii) holds for any diffeomorphism <p of M such that

Ad (<p)q = q.

Corollary 1.1. If q satisfies (C,5), then 20(6(a)) = 0 or M.

Proof. The group © generated by {exp/w;ti £ a} acts transitively on M,

but the set 20(6(a)) is ©-invariant.

Definition. An ideal fj of a will be called a subcore of a if rj has the

following properties:

(i) Ad (exp tu)b = tj for any u £ a, t E R.

(ii) b has property (P).

(hi)// Ad (exptu)vdt E fj for any u E q, v E f).

If 8 is a module over C00 functions on M with 20(a) = 0, then the core

0(a) is the totality of « £ q with compact support. Let S be a ©-invariant
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subset of M and let

f) = {m £ g; supp u is compact,« = 0 on a neighborhood of S).

Then f) is an ideal and a module over C00 functions on M. In fact, f) is a

subcore of g.

2. Some remarks on the conditions (C,2) and (C,3), and g-orbits. Let g be a

Lie algebra of C00 vector fields on M with the properties (C,1)-(C,3). Let

T(Tp'g) be the space of all p-covariant and ^-contravariant tensor fields on M.

The group of diffeomorphisms acts naturally on T(TM) and hence we have

the notion of Lie derivatives üu: T(Tp'q) -* T(Tp'q) for any vector field u.

Proposition 2.1. The following Lie subalgebras of g satisfy (C,1)~(C,3):

(i) gr = {« E g; S„ T = 0)for any T E 1X7™).
(ii) gs = {u E g; SMS C S}, where S is a linear space ofT(TM) with one of

the following properties:

(a) S is spanned over the real numbers by a finite number of Tx, .. ,,TN

E T(TM) such that, for any p E M, there is A satisfying that jkTx, ... ,jk TN

are linearly independent, where j. is the kthjet at p.

(b) S is a module over the C00 functions on M generated by Tx, ..., TN

E T(Tp'q) such that S is closed in the C00 topology.

Proof. Obviously, gr and gs satisfy (C,l). As for (C,2), we give the proof

for the case (ii)(b). Others are much easier by the same proof. Let Tx, ..., TN

be generators of S. Obviously, u £ g is contained in gs if and only if

Qu T¡ £ S. Hence there is an N-by-N matrix A of C00 functions such that

Su T¡ = 2 Ay T, where A = (Ay). Let <p, be the one parameter group generat-

ed by « and <pf the natural action of tp, onto T(TM). By the definition of Lie

derivatives, we have

§((<pf T¡)(x) = <pï(2uT;)(x) - 2 Ay(v,(x))(tf TJ)(x).

Consider the equation of the N-by-N matrix X(t,x) = (Xy(t,x)),

(*) JtX^x) = A(f>t(x))X(t,x),      X(0,x) m id,

where x E M is regarded as a parameter. So, equation (*) has a unique

solution X(t,x) which is of C00 with respect to (/, x). Obviously, we have

(vf^iOM = '2j^ij('yx)Tj(x); hence <pf T¡ £ S. Thus, rpfS = S for any u

On the other hand, we have

j"'{tp^expjiOtp,-1 - 1}*S C S   for any v £ gs,
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where <p, = exp tu, u E qs. By the closedness of S, the limit s -> 0 is still

contained in S. Therefore, ÖAdfe^S C S. Since Ad (<p,)y E a by the assump-

tion, we have Ad (<p,)v E qs. Thus, qs has property (C,2).

For the proof that 87-has property (C,3), we have only to note that Qu T = 0

is a differential operator of order one with respect to u. Then it is easy to get

the result. For cases (ii)(a) and (b), it is also easy to see that as satisfies (LC)

because of the closedness of S.

Let « be a C00 vector field with a compact support such that, for anyp E M

and k > 0, there is vpk £ 8s satisfying jk u =JpkVp- By the assumption, we

have « E a- Now, we consider case (ii)(a). Assume that 7^* 7J", ... ,jk 7^ are

linearly independent. Then there is an open neighborhood V of p on which

jkTx,...,jkTNaie linearly independent. Note that

JqM -jf<V'ß " } XJ^TJ'

where Xjqr are constants. If r > k, then \jgr are uniquely determined by

jq u. Hence, these are independent from r, and are C°° functions of q on V.

Since/+,(2„ T¡) = //(Qu T), we have

2G(r%)G(,r0-O   onK,

but this means that XI'. are constant on V. Thus, we get/*(2u7;- 2 MXl

= 0 on V; hence Qu T¡ = 2 tf T¡ on K. Since Af is connected, we have that

« E Bs-
Now, consider case 0i)(b). Since j¡(2uT¡) =y/(S„/+. 7;) Ej¡S for any

r > 0, we have Su 7/ £ S by Corollary 1.7 of [5, p. 25]. Since S = S, we have

the desired result.

Let 8y> y £ A, be Lie algebras with (C,l) and (C,2). Then, it is easy to see

that a = (\eA8y satisfies (C,l) and (C,2). The following is also a simple

remark, but this will be used later:

Lemma 2.1. Let q be a Lie algebra with (C,l) and (C,2) and f) a closed finite

codimensional subalgebra of q. Then b satisfies (C,l) and (C,2). Moreover, ifb is

an ideal, then Ad (exp tu)b = b for any u E q.

Proof, q/b is a finite dimensional space and the projection it: q -* a/I) is

continuous. For any u £ b, ad (u): q -> q leaves 1» invariant. Therefore u

induces a linear map A(u): q/b -* q/b such that A(u)ti — m ad (m). We

consider <n(Kd (exptu)v) and e'A^u'irv for any v E q. The first one satisfies

-3-77-(Ad (expiu)i/) = w[«, Ad (exptu)v] — A(u)ir(kd (exptu)v).

The second satisfies
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le'^Kv = A(u)etA^m>.

These are the same equations. Therefore, we have 7r(Ad (exptujv) = e'A^'m>,

because the initial conditions are the same. If v £ b, then mi = 0. Therefore,

Ad (exp tu)v E ft.

If ft is an ideal of g, then we can use any m E g instead of u £ ft in the

above argument; hence we have the desired result.

Let g be a Lie algebra with (C,l) and (C,2), and ® the group generated by

{exp/«;w E g}. We will show next that the orbit ®(p) of p E M is an

immersed submanifold of M. Let m — dim{u(p); «Eg}. We choose m vector

fields vx, ...,vm E q such that vx(p), ...,vm(p) are linearly independent.

Define a C°° mapping S of Rm into M by

*p0i ,...,tm) = exp(txvx + --- + tm vm)(p).

Obviously, the derivative (d&p)0 at the origin is of maximal rank; hence there

is a neighborhood U of 0 of Rm such that &.(U) is an w-dimensional

submanifold of M.

Lemma 2.2. The tangent space Tq$p(U) of q E Sp(U) is given by q(q)

= {«(?);« E g}.

Proof. Let q = Sp(rx,... ,rm), i.e., q = <p(p), <p = expw and w = txvx

+ ••• + rmvm. (d&p\Tl,...,Tm)Rm is the tangent space of & (U) at q. Since

d<pq(p) " ß(q)> we have only to show that dtp~x(dSp)^.Tm)Rm = q(p).

Set tpt = exp/w and consider dq>~x(d&p)t, rm)tX> where X = (0X,...,

9J £ Rm. Set v = 9X *, + ••• + 9mvm. Then

d<p;x(dsp),,Ti.Tm)tx = d<p;xTs

If / = 0, then this is zero. Hence

i=0
exp/(w + sv)(p).

*-'è
' a

exp(w + sv)(p) = v-        f w<p;x expt(w + sv)(p)dt
i=0 oslj=0,/0   al

•1 9
= L luí     {~d(Pt 'w(exp/(w + sv)(p))

-I
Jo

i_9_

ds j=0

+dtpt x(w + sv)(expt(w + sv)(p))}dt

sdtp~l v(expt(w + sv)(p))dt

= f dtp^v^p^dt = JT' (Ad(tp;x)v)(P)dt.
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Since (Ad (<p, l)v)(p) E q(p), we have Jq (Ad (<p, x)v)(p)dt £ a(p)- Since

both sides have the same dimension, we have

The above lemma shows that any u E q defines a tangent vector field on

&p(U). Therefore, if we make another &g(U') for q E &p(U) by the same

procedure, then &p(U) U &q(U') is a connected submanifold of M. We make

such Bq(U') at every q of the ©-orbit ®(p). Then, we see

@(p)= U{S9(t/');aE©(p)}

and hence ®(p) is an immersed submanifold of M such that the tangent space

7¿©(p) is given by ®(q) (cf. [13, Theorem 4.1]). This orbit @(p) will be called

a a-orbit of p.

Now, let a be a Lie algebra with conditions (C,l) and (C,2), and N be a e-

orbit. We set m = dim N,n = dim A/. For any p E N, there is a C00

diffeomorphism n of a neighborhood V of the origin 0 of R"-m into M such

that 7](0) = p and t\(V) is a submanifold of M which is transversal to A' at p.

Let vx,...,vm be elements of q such that vx(p), ..., vm(p) are linearly

independent. We make a C00 mapping SK of V x Rm into M by

M*>'i.'«) " exp^f, + • • • + fmi>J(îj(*)).

This is of maximal rank at (0,0); hence there are open, contractible neighbor-

hoods W, U of the origins of R"_m, Rm respectively such that WE Fand the

restriction of &v onto W x U is a C°° diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of

p E M. Note that if q = r¡(x), x E W, is a point of A/, then SK(x, t/) is a

neighborhood of tj(jc) in the manifold N. Thus, we have the following existence

of slice box.

Lemma 2.3. Let N be a q-orbit. For any point p E N, there is a C°°

diffeomorphism Sy: WX U -* M such that £,,(0,0) = p and for each q E N

D &V(W X U) there exists x £ W such that &v(x, U) is a neighborhood of q in

N.

Proof. For any q E N n 5v(Wx U), there exists x £ W such that

&y(x, U) 3 q. Thus, we have only to show that Sy(x, U) C N. By Lemma 2.2,

we know that any integral curve (expiw)(ö) of u E q with the initial point q

is contained in &v(x, U) for sufficiently small t. Therefore, &v(x, U) is

contained in the g-orbit N. Since &y(x, *): U -> N is of maximal rank, we see

that &v(x, U) is an open subset of N. This proves the lemma.

Let a be a Lie algebra on M with properties (C,l), (C,2) and the following:

(IC,2)' 1   Ad (exptu)vdt E a   for any u,vEq.
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If any m £ g has a compact support, then conditions (C,1)JC,3) yield

property (IC,2)', because of Lemma 1.2. So, cores of Lie algebras with

(C,1)-(C,4) have properties (C,l), (C,2) and (IC,2)'.

Let N be a g-orbit ofpEM, and qN the restriction of g onto the immersed

submanifold N. N is, of course, invariant under the group © generated by

{exp tu; u E g}.

Lemma 2.4. Notations and assumptions being as above, the restriction qN has

properties (C,l), (C,2) and (IC,2)\

Proof is easy by definitions.

Remark. The restriction of a riemannian metric on M onto N is not

complete in general. So, the restriction 6(q)N of the core of g may not be the

core of g^.

3. Maximally of isotropy subalgebras of a core. Let g be a Lie algebra of C00

vector fields on M with properties (C,l), (C,2), (IC,2) and (C,4) in the

introduction, and £ the core of g. For a point p E M — 20(£), we denote by

(Ep the isotropy subalgebra of £ at p. The purpose of this section is to show

that £ is a maximal subalgebra of £.

Now, £ has the properties (C,l), (C,2) and (IC,2)' of the previous section.

Let N be a £-orbit of p E M - 20(£). We fix an arbitrary complete C00

riemannian metric on N. The following are the properties of the restriction £^

of £ which will be used in this paper:

Proposition 3.1. (i) Every u E £w is complete.

(ii) Ad (exptu)&N = <&Nfor any u E £N, / E R.

(iii)Sa Ad (exptu)vdt £ tiNfor any u,vE (ZN, -oo < a < b < oo.

(iv) Let K, q be a compact set of N and a point of N, respectively, such that

K 5 q. Let s be an arbitrary positive number. For any u E (&N such that

u(q) J=- 0, there is v £ GiN with the following properties:

(a) v = u on a neighborhood of q.

(b) v s 0 on a neighborhood of K.

(c) The diameter of the connected component of supp v containing q is less

than t, where the diameter is given by using an arbitrarily fixed complete

riemannian metric on N.

Proof, (i), (ii) and (iii) have been proved in Lemma 2.4. As for (iv), we use

Lemma 2.3 and property (P) of cores. Then it is not hard to get the desired

result.

Let £ be the isotropy subalgebra of £ at p E M - 20(£), and QiN p the

restriction of £p onto N. QiNp is the isotropy subalgebra of £^ atp £ N. Let

ft' be a subalgebra of GiN such that &Np Ç ft' £ £N. We set ft = {« £ £; u\N

£ ft'}. Then ft is a subalgebra of £ such that £ £ ft S £■ The converse is

also true.
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Now, since Í) D S^ and (Zp is a closed finite codimensional subspace of E in

the C00 topology, we see that ö is a closed finite codimensional subalgebra of

©. By the same reasoning, we see also that any subalgebra b' of (¡iN such that

b' D QNp is a closed finite codimensional subalgebra. Hence by Lemma 2.1,

we have that Ad (exp tu)b' = b' for any u E b'. By Lemma 2.2 and remarks

there, we can define b' -orbits in the manifold N.

Theorem 3.1. Let N be a &-orbit of p E M - 20((S). Then the isotropy

subalgebra (£N   is a maximal subalgebra of(iN.

Proof. Let b be a subalgebra of QiN such that &N p £ b S £#• Let ^ De

the group generated by {expru;t< E b}. The b-orbit of p is in fact given by

0C(p). For any q E %(p) such that q ¥= p, there is u E <&N such that

u(q) £ b(q). Remark that b(a) is the tangent space of 0C(p) at a (cf. Lemma

2.2). By Proposition 3.1, there is v £ QiN such that v(q) = u(q) and v = 0 on

a neighborhood of p. We set <p, = exptv. Then, <pt%(p) ̂  0C(p) for some t,

because otherwise we have dim %(p) > dim b(a). Remark, however, that

v E G¿Np C b; hence Ad (<p,)b = b- So, we have <p,9C<p,-1 = %, because

exp Ad (<p,)w — <p,(expw)<rj~'. Since tpjx(p) = p, the above equality shows

that <p,%(p) — %(p). This is a contradiction and hence we have ©^ is a

maximal subalgebra of QiN.

4. Proper maximal ideals of a subcore. Let a be a Lie algebra of C00 vector

fields on M with conditions (C,l), (C,2), (IC,2) and (C,4) in the introduction.

Let b be a nontrivial subcore of a- Throughout this section, j means always a

proper maximal ideal of b such that 5 J) [b,b]. We denote by B(p,e) the e-

neighborhood of p in M by an arbitrarily fixed complete riemannian metric on

M. By 6b(d>£). we mean the totality of u such that u = 0 on B(p,e).

Lemma 4.1. There is a point p E M such that 9 D b°B^pey

Proof. Suppose b = 9 + hß( ^ for any point p £ M. By property (P), any

u, v £ b can be written as finite sums u = 2a ua> v ~ 2« »ß such that ua,

t^ E b and diam (suppig) < e/2, diam (supp va) < e/2. Thus, [u,v]

— 2 [»a»1^] where the summation runs through all pairs (a, B) such that

supp ua n supp Vß # 0. Note that if supp ua n supp Vß # 0, then there is a

point p E M such that B(p,e) contains suppwa U suppig. Since b = 5

+ ^(/mO- we see that there is "a G 5, wa £ b^^e) such that ua = Va + wa.

Therefore [1^,1^] = [t^,^] E 5. This means that 5 D [b, b], contradicting the

assumption for 3. So, there isp £ M such that b S 5 + i)ß(P,e) • The right-hand

side is an ideal of b- Therefore the maximality of 5 shows the lemma.

Weset/le = {p£M;b^>£)C5}.

Lemma 4.2. If t > 8, then At D As (the closure ofAs).
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Proof. Letp be a point in As. There is q £ As such that p(p,q) < e - 8.

Then, obviously, ft£(/,e) C ft°(?5) C 5.

Lemma 4.3. Notations and assumptions being as above, there is a unique point

p £ M - 20(ft) such that 5 D bvp, where bvp = {u E ft; « = 0 on a neighbor-

hood ofp).

Proof. It is easy to see that, for a sufficiently small e, At is contained in a

compact subset of M. Thus, by the above lemma, there is a point p

£ r\e>0Ae. Obviously 3 D ft^E) for any c. Hence we have 5 D bvp. Note that

ifp¥=q then ftj + ft^ = ft by property (P). Therefore such a point p must be

unique. Recall that any « E ft is identically zero on a neighborhood of 20(ft).

Therefore ft = bvp for any p E 20(ft). Therefore the point p obtained above

cannot be in 20(ft).

Lemma 4.4. Every u £ 9 vanishes at p.

Proof. If u E 3 does not vanish at p, then use Lemma 1.3, and we have

5 = ft.
Let

ft," = {u £ ft; (ad (w,) • • • ad (wN)u)(p) = 0

for any N and wx,.. .,wN E ft}.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose 4 D bvp, p £ M - 20(ft). 77ie7i 5 = ft".

Proof. By the above lemma, we have 5cL°°, Since ft!0 is an ideal of ft, we

get 5 = ft" by the maximality.

Lemma 4.6. For any p E M - 20(ft), ft" is a maximal ideal of ft such that

b^hb).

Proof. By the above lemma, we see that ft" is a maximal ideal of ft. To

show that ft" î> [ft, ft], we have only to remark that there is an element

w E [ft, ft] such that w(p) ¥= 0 (cf. Lemma 1.3).

Hence, we have

Proposition 4.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence of the points of

M — 20(ft) onto the set of all maximal ideals 5 of ft such that 3 3) [ft, ft].

5. Continuity of the isomorphism $ and the proof of Theorem A. We use the

same notations as in the previous section. First of all, we will give the

following characterization of zeros of u, which is essentially due to Pursell and

Shanks [10]:

Lemma 5.1. For any point p £ M — 20(ft), u £ ft does not vanish at p if and

onlyiflu.bj + b? = ft.
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Proof. If u(p) # 0, then Lemma 1.3 combined with property (P) shows that

[u,I(v)]-vEbïcb?.
Assume conversely that [u, b] + b¡J° = b- Assume furthermore that u(p)

= 0. Then, we see that ad (u)bk c &*, where

bk = {u E b; (ad (w,) • • • ad (wj)u)(p) - 0

for any 0 < / < k and w,,..., w E b}.

We may assume that there is k < co such that b° ^ bp because otherwise,

u Ebp and, hence, [u,b] + b" - b" S b- We fix such A:. The equality

[u, b] + bT = b means that ad(w) induces a linear mapping A(u) of b/b* onto

itself; hence A(u) must be a linear isomorphism, because dim b/bp < °o.

Let ü be the equivalence class of u in b/bî • Then, /!(«)« = 0. Thus, we get

u £ bp- Therefore [u,b°p] C b*. This means that A(u)bp/bkp = 0. This is a

contradiction and hence we have u(p) # 0.

Let a, 'a be Lie algebras of C00 vector fields on M and N, respectively, with

conditions (C,l), (C,2), (IC,2) and (C,4). Let $ be an isomorphism of a onto

'8 such that d> sends a nontrivial subcore b to a subcore 'b-

For any point p E M — 20(b), b™ is a maximal ideal of b such that

bp ï> [b,b]. Hence, $(&") is a maximal ideal of 'b with $(b") $ [%% By

Proposition 4.1, there is a point <p(p) EA/-20('b) such that 4>(b°°)

= 'b3 j. <p is obviously a one-to-one mapping of M - 20(b) onto A7 - 20('b).

Lemma 5.2. q>: M — 20(b) -* N — 20('b) « a homeomorphism.

The proof is seen in Pursell and Shanks [10, p. 471] or Koriyama [4,

Proposition 4.7].

Now, d) induces an isomorphism of b onto 'b. By Lemma 5.1, we see that

*(f)°) = 'öJ(/>) for anyp £E A/ - 20(f,).

Lemma 5.3. $>: b ~*'b is continuous in the pointwise convergence topology.

Proof. O: b -*'b induces a linear isomorphism <tp of b/b° onto 'h/"t& y

This is continuous, because dim b/bp < co. For any « £ b, u(p) is canonical-

ly identified with an element of b/bp and $p(u{p)) = $(w)(<¡p(p)). Therefore,

if {wn} converges to w E b in the pointwise convergence topology, we have

lim <t>(wn)(cp(p)) = lim %(wn(p)) = %(w(p)) = $(w)(<p(p))
n-»oo n-»co    **     " ^

for anyp EM- 20(b). Thus, \lmn_00^(wn)(q) = 0(w)(fl) for every q E N

- 20('b). For a point ç E 20('b), &(wn)(q) = $(w)(o) = 0. Thus, we get the

continuity.

Recall that a subcore b has the property Ad (exp tu)b = b for any u E q.

Lemma 5.4. d>(Ad (exptu)v) = Ad (expt<b(u))<&(v)for any u E qandv E b-
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Proof. The right-hand side satisfies the equation

jt Ad (exp/*(ii))*(iO = [*(«), Ad (exp/$(«))$(i/)].

Let W(t,q) = Ad (exp/$(w))<I>(i<)(a), q E N. By using a local coordinate

system xx, ..., xn at q £ N, the above equation is written as

M (o7 + 2A;^)w,.(/,a) = 2||w//,a),

where *(«) = 2 ^3/3^, JF = 2/ ^3/3*,..
Since

(l/5){Ad(exp(/ + 8)u)v - Ad(exptu)v)

converges to [u, Ad(exp tu)v] with 5 -» 0 in the pointwise convergence topolo-

gy, we see that, for every point a £ N,

lim s{í>(Ad (exp(/ + 8)u)v) - $(Ad (exp tu)v)}(q)

= <&([«, Ad (exp/«>])(?) - [*(«), *(Ad (exp/«)t/)](a).

Put W(t,q) = $>(Ad (exp/«)t/)(a). Then the above equality means that W(t,q)

is differentiable with respect to /, and satisfies the same differential equation

(a). Since W(0, *) = W(0, *), we have the desired formula by the uniqueness

of the solution of (a).

For any u E g, we set ^ = exp tu, \p, = exp/$(w).

Lemma 5.5. We have tp\pt = ^,<p.

Proof. By definition, we have Ad (^)ft^0 = ft£(/)). Thus,

This means tpyV, = ^ tp.

The above lemma shows that <p maps a C" curve (exp/«)(p) onto a C"

curve (exp/i>(»))(<p(p)). Now recall how we made a C" local coordinate of a

g-orbit (cf. Lemma 2.2). Then we have

Theorem 5.1. Let <ï>: g -»'g ¿>e an isomorphism which sends a nontrivial

subcore ft to a subcore 'ft. Then there is a homeomorphism tp of M - 20(ft) onto

N — 20('ft) which is of C™ on each q-orbit and satisfies <3>(w) = dtpu.

Corollary 5.1 (Theorem A). //, furthermore, g and 'q satisfy condition

(C,5), then 20(ft) = 20('ft) = 0 and <p: M -> N is a C" diffeomorphism such

that $ = dtp.
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6. Several remarks for former results.

(a) Let g, 'g be Lie algebras of C" vector fields with compact support on

M, N, respectively. We assume that g, 'g satisfy conditions (C,l), (C,2), (IC,2)

and (C,4) in the introduction, 20(g) = 20( 'g) = 0, and, moreover, that these

are modules over C" functions of M and N, respectively. In this circumstance,

the core of g (resp. 'g) is just g (resp. 'g).

Proposition 6.1. Let 3>: g -» 'g be an isomorphism. Then the homeomorphism

tp: M -* N obtained in Lemma 5.2 is a C" diffeomorphism.

Proof. For any p £ M, there is u £ g such that u(p) =/= 0. Let / be an

arbitrary C" function on M. Then/u — f(p)u E qp (the isotropy subalgebra);

hence ($(/«) - f(p)$(u))((p(p)) = 0 by Lemma 5.1. This means 3>(/u)

= (<p-1 */)$(") on some neighborhood of <p(p). Since $(«)((p(p)) =£ 0 (Lemma

5.1), we see that <p-1*/is of C"; hence we have the desired result.

(b) Let M be a connected, complete C" riemannian manifold. We denote

by a a C" symplectic structure or a C" volume structure defined on M. In

fact, a is a 2 or « form on M, where n = dimM. We define Lie algebras

£a(M) and 3£ac(M) as follows:

%JM) = {« E 3£(M);d(aJw) = 0}   (J means the inner product.)

%ac(M) = {« £ £(M); alu = ay, supp y is compact},

where £(M) is the Lie algebra of all C" vector fields with compact support. It

is well known that £a(A/) is a Lie algebra and the formula

d(ajulv) = aj[«,f]

shows that [£a(M),£a(M)] C £ac(M). As for the above formula, see [1, p.

98] for the case that a is a symplectic structure, but the similar computation

shows that this is also true for volume structures.

Lemma 6.1. 3Eac(M) is the core of3ca(M).

Proof. By a partition of unity, we see that £ac(M) has the property (P).

Thus, dcac(M) C 6(3Ea(A/)). For any u £ 6(£a(M)), u can be written as a

finite sum u = 2^ "^ such that Uß E 6(3Ea(A/)) and the diameter of the

support of Uß is sufficiently small. We may assume that supp Uß is contained in

an open neighborhood U which is diffeomorphic to R". Hence by the Poincaré

lemma, there is y^ such that alUß = dyß and suppy^ C U, because d(aJUß)

= 0. Therefore, Uß £ 3tac(M) and hence we have £ac(M) -> 6(Xa(A/)).

(c) Now, assume M is a closed manifold. Then the core of £a(M) is

characterized algebraically by £a(M). Namely, we have

Lemma 6.2. [Za(M),Xa(M)] = Xac(M).
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Proof. Define a C00 riemannian metric on M such that the volume element

dp. with respect to this metric is given by a itself (if a is a volume structure) or

am (if a is a symplectic structure), where 2m = «. Since M is closed, one can

use the de Rham-Kodaira decomposition theorem, and as a result, if

odw = ay, then y can be chosen so that it may satisfy y — Ay' for some y'

such that 8y' = 0, where A = d8 + 8d. Namely, we have y = Say'.

Let {WB} be a finite open covering of M such that every Wß is contained in

a coordinate neighborhood, and let {fy} be a partition of unity subordinate to

{Wß}. We may assume that on every Wß the structure a is written in the form

a = dxx A ••• A dxn or 2,11 ax,. A dxm+i. Set y = 2¿ fy> where yß

= Sd(fyy'). Using Stokes' theorem, we see that fw yßdp = 0, where the

integration means the following in the case that a is a volume structure: Using

the local coordinate system (xx,...,xn), let {upq} be the dual basis of

dxx A • • • A dxp A • • • A d~xq A • • • A dx„ in A"-2 T* M with respect to the

given riemannian metric on M and set y^ = 2MYMWp,?- The integration

means, of course, 2na(/»' Yoo^P)u„a- In what follows in this section, the

integration is always the componentwise integration with respect to the dual

basis {iopq}.

In both cases, suitable extensions of d/dx¡, i = 1, ..., «, are contained in

£a(M) (cf. [9, p. 121] for instance). We use the same notation for the extended

vector fields. Note that we may assume without loss of generality that Wß is a

2e-cube in the coordinate expression.

Set

7(l.k) " f_t • ' -/_£ ty('l» • • ••'*•«*+.'• • ••*«)<*! '"dtk

and let <b(t) be a C00 function of (-e,e) such that supp<|» C (-e,e) and

/!, <b(t)dt = 1. Then we have

Y/? = Y/?,l +Y/3.2+••• + "»&«.

where

Y/3,i = Y/5 - 4>(*l)'(l).

Y/U - <K*i) • ,,*(*A-l)tyu.¿t-i) - </'(^)/(i,2.*))   0< * < »)•

Since 7(12      „) = 0, we see yßn = <t>(xx)-■ ■ <¡>(xn_x)I{x.„_I}. Now, we see

easily that f_e yßkdxk = 0 for any k. Therefore yßk = /_** yßkdxk is well

defined and supp yß k C Wß. Obviously, dyß<k/dxk = yß k. Let ußk and üßk be

vector fields defined by aAUßk = dyßk,aJüßk = dyßk. Then we have
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Hence, we see ußk E [ïa{M),ïJM)\. Thus, Xaf(M) C [*JM),3,J\M)\.
This implies the equality, because the D side is already known.

7. Multivalued primitive structures on each orbit of a core. Let g be a Lie

algebra of C" vector fields on M with the conditions (C,l), (C,2), (IC,2) and

(C,4), and N a 6(g)-orbit of p, p E M - 20(6(g)), where 6(g) is the core of g.

The restriction 6(q)N of 6(g) onto N has the properties (i)-(iv) of Proposition

3.1. As a matter of course, 6(q)N is infinitesimally transitive at every point

q E TV. So, in this section we consider a Lie algebra T of C" vector fields on

a connected manifold N which satisfies the following conditions:

(A) Every u E T is complete.

(B) Ad (exp/u)r = T for any u £ T, t E R.

(C) fa Ad (exp tu)vdt E T for any u, v E T.

(D) T is infinitesimally transitive at every point.

(E) T is primitive, i.e., the isotropy subalgebra Tp at p £ N is a maximal

subalgebra of F (cf. Theorem 3.1).

(F) Let K, a be a compact set of N and a point of N such that K 5 a.

Let e be an arbitrary positive number. For any u ET such that «(a) ¥= 0,

there isv 6 T with the following properties:

(a) y s » on a neighborhood of q.

(b) t> = 0 on a neighborhood of K.

(c) The diameter of the connected component of supp v containing a is

less than e, where the diameter is given by using an arbitrarily fixed complete

C" riemannian metric on N.

Now, by condition (F) we see that dimT = oo. For any p E N, we set

Tk = {u £ T;jku = 0}, where jk is the Ath jet at p. We then have a series

T = T~X DTp° D Tx D •••DTk D •••

such that [Tk,Tpl] C lj+/ and dimr//r/+1 < oo. Let © be the group

generated by {exp/«;« £ T}. Then, © acts transitively on TV because of

condition (D) and the connectedness of N. By condition (B), we can define

Ad (exp tu): F -» T as a Lie algebra automorphism, and it is easy to see that

Ad (exptu)Tk - L^), where ç>, = exp/w.

Lemma 7.1. Le/ F/° = D lj. Then T/F/0 « a« infinite dimensional filtered Lie

algebra with the filtration {r//^"}.

Proof. It is clear that {Tk/Tpx,k - -1,0,1,2,...} is a filtered Lie algebra

(cf. [7], for instance, for the definition of filtered Lie algebra). Assume T/Tp is

a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Then, of course, Ç0 is a closed finite

codimensional ideal of T. By Lemma 2.1, we have Ad (exp/w)r" = T? for

any u E T. On the other hand, we have Ad (exp /m)F" = F", % by definition.

Hence F/° = T?" for any q £ N. This means Ç0 = {0}; hence dimT < oo.
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Now, by taking {rp/Tp°°,k = -1,0,1,2,...} as a basis of neighborhoods of

zero, we define a topology on that filtered Lie algebra. Let 9l*(T,p) be the

completion of 1^/Ç° in the above topology. We set 3t_I(r,p) = 9i(T,p). We

have then a series 2I(r,p) D 2I°(r,p) D • • • D %k(T,p) D • • •   such that

f\3i*(r,p) = {o}, [3i*(r,p),2i'(r,p)] c 3i*+/(r,p), si*(r,p)/2i*+1(r,/>)
= l^/rp*+1. Of course, 2I(Fp) is complete in the above topology. Now, by

condition (E) we see that {9I*(r,p),A: = -1,0,1,2,...} is a complete, primi-

tive transitive filtered Lie algebra, that is, primitive TLA in the notation of [7].

Let F be the totality of formal power series 2 o'ax"d/dx¡ of vector fields on

R". Let Fk = {w E F;u = 2|a|>*+i a^xa3/3x/}. Define a topology by tak-

ing {Fk} as a basis of neighborhoods of 0. Then F is a complete filtered Lie

algebra. Remark that by the same procedure as above we can make a complete

filtered Lie algebra 2i(F, 0) C F for any (local) Lie algebra F defined on a

neighborhood of the origin of R". So for that given T, we can make a local Lie

algebra F (using local coordinates at p) such that 2I(F,0) is isomorphic to

9l(T,p). We fix such Lie algebra F on a neighborhood of 0 of R".

Let Gr be the linear group of all jets /¿/ of a local diffeomorphism

/: (R",0) -» (R",0) such that/induces an isomorphism of 2I(F,0) onto itself.

Let Bq be the space of all jets /¿A of a local diffeomorphism A: (R",0)

-» (N,q) such that A induces an isomorphism of 2I(r',0) onto 8l(I\ff). Remark

that Ad (exp/w)2I*(r,p) = 2i*(r,<p,(p)). <pt = exp tu, for any k, and therefore

d<p,Bp = BVl(p)- Namely, the bundle B = UpeNBp is invariant under the

action of @. Remark that for any q E N there are vx, ..., vn £ T such that

the mapping (/,,...,/„)-» (exp(r, vx + ••• + /„ vn))(q) gives a C00 coordinate

at a (cf. Lemma 2.2). Set tp^ t^ = exp(txvx + ••• + tnvtt). Since

d<p(, tnyBp = By (p), this gives a C"° local trivialization of B and hence

B is a C00 bundle over M. It is easy to see that B is a (/[.-principal bundle,

which is canonically imbedded in the frame bundle, i.e., B is a C7r-structure.

The following is clear by the above arguments:

Lemma 7.2. The group <B is a subgroup of the group of the automorphisms of

the Gr-structure defined above.

Let 8r De the Lie algebra of <7r. Br is a subalgebra of ql(n) (= «-by-«

matrices). Since dimT = co, qr must be of infinite type.

Lemma 7.3. Br contains an element of rank 1.

Proof. Suppose 8r contains no element of rank 1. Then it is well known

that there is a linear, elliptic differential operator D of order 2 on N such that

any infinitesimal Gr-automorphism «oniV satisfies Du = 0 (cf. for instance

[8]). Now, the following is also well known (cf. [6, Lemma 3.11 and its proof,

pp. 196-197]). For every s > 0, there exists 8(s) > 0 depending on s such that

if the diameter of the support of a C00 vector field u is less than 8(s), then
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||¿>k||, > Cq||«||j+2, where the norms are usual L2- and L^-norms.

Since Du = 0 for any u E T, the above inequality contradicts condition

(F). Hence, we have that gr contains an element of rank one.

Now fortunately the primitive TLA's are completely classified (cf. [12], [7],

[3] and [11]). There are 14 cases of such primitive TLA's. In the list of primitive

TLA's, we can pick up the primitive TLA's whose gr contains elements of

rank one. Then, we have the following six cases:

(i) a(3E(R"),0): 3E(R") is the Lie algebra of all C" vector fields on R".

(ii) H(SM(R"),0): n = 2m + I and <o = dx0 + 2,11 **+/<**,• *u(Rn) is the

Lie algebra of all C" contact transformations.

(iii) and (iv) 2I(Xa(R"),0): a = dxx A •• • A dxn or 2¿*, A dxm+i

(n = 2m). 3Ea(R") is the Lie algebra of all infinitesimal a-preserving transfor-

mations on R".

(v) and (vi) 3i(2aiConf(R"),0): a is as above, Xa,conf(R") - {u E 3E(R");

d(alu) = ca), where c is a constant depending on u.

All others are related to complex structures and it is not hard to see that gr

contains no rank one element because gr is contained in

C-id+%°(r,0)/%x(T',0).

From now on, the argument goes case by case.

(a) The case «(1» s 2l(£(R"),0).

If this is the case, we have nothing to prove. N has a C" structure. However,

we have to remark that the above isomorphism means the following: Let

xx, ..., xn be a local coordinate at p. Take the Taylor expansions of all « E T

at p with respect to that coordinate and take the closure in F. Then, we get a

Lie subalgebra SI(r,(x,, ...,*„), p) of F, but the above isomorphism means

that 2I(r,(x,,... ,xn),p) — Si(3£(R"),0) for a suitable choice of coordinate.

(b) The case %(T,p) at 8I(3EM(R"),0).

For any point p £ N, there is a local coordinate x0, xx, ..., x2m at p

such     that     %(T,(x0,xx.x2m),p) = 2í(3Eu(Rn),0)      where     a = dx0

+ 2Jli xm+¡dx¡. Remark that the space E = {X £ 7¿R"; ulX = 0} is char-

acterized as the invariant subspace of the linear isotropy subalgebra

3l°(3Efa)(R',))0)/2i1(3eu(R',),0) of ZJR"). So using the above local coordinate

we define a one-dimensional subspace Lp = {XdxQ;X E R) in the cotangent

space T*N at p. Since Ad(exp/H)2i(r,p) - SI(r,<p,(p)), we see that tp* Lp

= Ap,-^), and by the same reasoning as to give a C" structure on B, we see

that L = UpeNLp is a C" line bundle over TV. Hence, there is at most a two-

valued C" cross-section co of L - {0}. By the same argument as in [9, pp. 121

and 134], we see that w is locally a contact 1-form. We call u a multivalued

contact structure on N, but this is not good terminology. The automorphism

group of this structure is the group of diffeomorphisms <p which leave L

invariant. Of course, @ is its subgroup.
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(c) The case «(I» s 8t(Sa(R"),0), a = dxx A • • • A dx„ or ^dx¡

A dxm+i.

For every point p E N, there is a local coordinate x,, ..., xn such that

8I(r,(jt,,... ,xn),p) = 2l(£a(R"),0). Remark that a can be characterized by

2t(3£a(R"),0) up to a constant factor. (See [9, pp. 133-134] for the precise

reasoning.) Using the above local coordinate, we define a line bundle

L - UpeNLp, Lp - R • dxx A • • • A dx„ or R • (2dx, A axm ,)• By the

same reasoning as in (b), L is a C00 line bundle over N and the group @ leaves

L invariant. Let 7r: L -> A/ be the projection. Remark that any local section of

L — {0} is of maximal rank.

Now, every u E T defines a C°° vector field û on L. Indeed, for any 8 £ L,

we set û(8) = a*/ar|,_0(exp-/M)*ô'. (Note that c(t) = (exp-/«)*Ô is a C°°

curve in L such that c(0) = 5.) We set t(8) - {«(5); m £ T}.

Lemma 7.4. 7J> = USeLt(8) is an involutive horizontal distribution on L,

where "horizontal" means that (aV)fi : 7>6 -» 7¿fi A/ « a« isomorphism for any

8 E L.

Proof. Let 8 E L . We use the local coordinate xx, ..., xn at p. 5 is

written as 8 — \dxx A ••• A dxn orX(2ax(- A dxm+i\ whereX E R. û(8) is

then given by (- 2 u'(p)d/dxi, (2„S)(p)). where « = 2 u'd/dx¡ and 5is just
8 regarded as a constant tensor field on that coordinate system. Hence, we see

immediately that t(8) contains no vertical vector, because (Qu8)(p) = QuXa

= 0. Hence, we have D is a horizontal distribution on L. This is involutive

because T is a Lie algebra.

Now we take a nontrivial maximal integral submanifold of this distribution

D and call it a0. It is clear that a0 is invariant under the action of <3, and,

hence, locally Cua0 = 0 for any u E T. Since T is infinitesimally transitive at

every point, we see that a0 is locally constant and hence a closed form. Since

a0 is of maximal rank, we see that a0 is locally a volume form or a symplectic

form.

We call a0 a multivalued symplectic or volume structure on N. For each

p E N, there is a local coordinate xx, ..., xn such that a0 = {Xdxx A

A dxn} or {A(2¿x, A dxm+i)}, where X moves in a subset A of R - {0}. Let

Ñ be the universal covering space of N and n the covering transformation

group. Then the multivalued structure on N is nothing but a symplectic or

volume structure 50 on Ñ with \p*ä0 = T(\L)ä0 for tf E n, where t(i/<) is the

constant depending on i//. The set A is given in fact by t(U); hence A is a

multiplicative subgroup of R — {0}.

A typical example of multivalued structure is given as follows: Let

N = R2/Z2- On R2, we consider ¿0 = eax+bydx A a>. Then, this defines a

multivalued structure a0 on the torus R2/Z2.

(d) The case 2I(r,p) s 3l(3eaconf(Rn),0).
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Remark that

2í(3w(Rn)>0) = R(2 *(¿-) © ma(R"),o).

It is not hard to see that 2I(3£a(R"),0) is the only one closed ideal of

codimension one which is transitive and primitive by itself. (Here, we used the

classification table.) Now, at each p £ M, there is one codimensional ideal T^,*

of T such that 21(1^,* ,p) = 2I(£a(Rn), 0) and this isomorphism can be extended

to an isomorphism of 3I(r,p) onto 2t(3£aconf(R"),0). It is now clear that

Ad(exp/w)r/ = T¡tp). However, by Lemma 2.1, we see that T* = T*(p);

hence T* does not depend on p. Thus, we write T* instead of L^*.

Using T*, we make a line bundle L and an involutive horizontal distribution

D on L by the same procedure as in (c). Since Ad (exp tu)T* = T* for any

u £ T, we see that D is invariant under the natural action of the group @. We

have already seen that a nontrivial maximal integral submanifold a0 of D is a

multivalued volume or symplectic structure.

Note that for any v £ T, (exp tv) a0 is also an integral submanifold of D

and hence SH(exp/i>) a0 = 0 locally for any u £ T*, but this shows

(exptv) a0 = ca0, because T* itself is infinitesimally transitive at every point.

Now, we recall condition (F). Then, it is clear that c must be 1. In other

words, T* - T. Hence, the case 2í(r,p) s 3í(Xaconf(R"),0) does not take

place.

By summing up the above results, we have

Theorem 7.1. There is a multivalued primitive structure a0 on N such that the

group <S is contained in the automorphism group of a0 structure, where a0 is, of

course, one of a C" structure on N (a0 = 0 ), an at most two-valued contact form

(otn = u), a multivalued symplectic form (aQ = ß) and a multivalued volume

form (a0 = dV).

8. Classification of transitive cores, proof of Theorem B. Let g be a Lie

algebra of C" vector fields on M with (C,1)-(C,5), and £ the core of g. In this

section, we assume furthermore that £ itself is infinitesimally transitive at

every point. By Theorem 7.1, there is a multivalued primitive structure a0 on

M such that £ is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of all infinitesimal

automorphisms of a0 with compact support. More precisely, £ is contained in

one of the following Lie algebras:

(i) HL(M): Lie algebra of all vector fields with compact support.

(ii) £U(M) = {u £ 3E(A/);(exp/u) L = L), where L is the line bundle

given in §7(b).

(iii) £q(M) ~ {u £ ï(A/);CuS2 = 0} where ß is a multivalued symplectic

structure on M.

(iv) £dv(M) = {u £ ï(Af); %udV = 0}, where dV is a multivalued volume

structure on M.
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Since

a-{x(2¿x,Aajc/+M):XeA},

dV = {Xdxx A ••• A dx„;X £ A'}

and A, A' C R on a suitably chosen local coordinate neighborhood at every

point, we see that the definitions (iii) and (iv) make sense.

Let a0 be one of 0 (i.e., the case (i)), a, fi and dV and let a be one of 0,

dx0 + 2/11 x¡dx¡+m (n = 2m + 1), 2ax, A dxm+¡ (n = 2m) and ax, A • • •

A dxn on R". ïa(R") is the Lie algebra defined just after Lemma 7.3. Now the

following is easy to see (see for instance [9, §X, p. 119]):

Lemma 8.1.

m^Mlp) s *(Sfl(R"),0) for any p £ M,

where 2I(ïa (M),p) is the Lie algebra defined between Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2.

The following lemma is proved by using property (C,3).

Lemma 8.2. a 3 3-ajM) D @.

Proof. Recall the argument in the previous section. By the arguments in (a),

(b), (c) in §7 and Lemma 8.1, we get that 3I(S,p) = 2I(3E„ (M),p) for every

p £ M. This equality means the following: Let u E £a (M). For anyp, and

for any k > 0, there is vk E S such thaty^w =jkvp. Thus we see that

B D Xa (A/) because of property (C,3). The inclusion © C 3Ea (M) is already

proved in §7.

Corollary. £ is equal to the core of£a (M).

The proof is trivial because the core is the maximal subspace with property

(P).
Therefore, for the proof of Theorem B, we have only to fix the core of

3UAO.
(a) aQ = 0. There is nothing to prove. We see that the core of 3L(M) is

X(M) itself.

(b) a0 = co.

Lemma 8.3. The core ofXu(M) is IU(M) itself.

Proof. In case w is a single-valued form, it is easily seen by the following:

If SMw = Aw, then for a given/ £ C'X>(M) there exists a C°-vector field v

with supp v C supp/ such that if u' = fu + v, then 2U- u = A'«. Also, v is

unique if ujv = 0. (See [9, Lemma 8.3.1, p. 98] for a precise proof.) Now

assume that the line bundle L defined in §7(b) is not a trivial bundle. Then we

take a double covering M2 of M so that the pull-back of L may become a
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trivial bundle on M2. Let it: A/2 -» M be the projection and ip the covering

transformation such that u>2 = id . We set ZS = it* u>. Then w is a single-valued

contact form on M2. We denote by 5 the lift of a vector field u on M.

For any u £ 3£U(A/) and for a sufficiently small e, n can be written as a

finite sum 5 = 2^^ such that Vß E d¿a(M2) and diam (suppig) < e. Put

Vß = \(vß + dxpVß). Then, we see that tJ« is the lift of a vector field Uß on M.

Obviously, diam (suppig) < e, because \p is an isometry. Since \¡/ is also a

contact transformation on M2 (i.e., \p*u = /ö), we have that Uß E 3iB(M2),

but this means that Uß £ £U(M). Since « = 2^ "#. we see that m = 2^ "^-

Our assertion is thereby proved.

(c) a0 = ß or dV.

Let L be the line bundle defined in §7(c). a0 is a multivalued section of L.

If o0 is a single-valued section, then the core of Xa (M) is already fixed by

Lemma 6.1. If a0 is multivalued, the exact determination of the core will be

given in the next section. Here, we will make a preparation for that.

Assume the line bundle L is not a trivial bundle. We take a double covering

M2 so that the pull-back L of L may become a trivial bundle over M2. Let 50

be the pull-back of a0. 30 may still be a multivalued form on M2. Let $ be the

covering transformation such that u>2 = id, ip # id . Then we have ^*o0

= -a0. Let w be the lift of a vector field » on M onto M2. Let 6(3L (M2)) be

the core of £¡AM2).

Lemma 8.4. The lift of the core of £a (M) onto M2 is given by {w

E6(Xao(M2));o,uVw = )v}.

Proof. Let 6(ïao(M)), e(Xao(M))~ be the core of £ao(A7) and its lift,

respectively. For any w E 6(3^(A/2)) such that d\bw = w, it is clear that

w E e(3Ea (M))~ by the same reasoning as in Lemma 8.3. Hence 6(3£a (M))~

D{wE e(3eao(M2)); o>w = w).
On the other hand, for any sufficiently small e > 0, every u £ 6(3Ea (A/))

can be written as a finite sum « = 2« «^ such that Uß E 6(2Ea (A/)) and

diam (suppHo) < e. Therefore, üß E 6(Xa (M))~ and üß = Vß + dtyß such

that diam (suppig) < e. We consider a linear subspace of 3E5 (A/2) spanned

by those Vß, dipVß for every u £ 3Eao(M). Then it is easy to see that the linear

space has property (P). Hence, we have 6(3Ea (M))~ C {w E e(X~ (M2));

d\pw = w). Our assertion is thereby proved.

Remark. By the above lemma, we have only to treat the case that L is trivial

to know the core of 3Ea (A/).

9. Classification of transitive cores. II.

(A) Now we start with a multivalued symplectic or volume structure a0 on

A/, which is given as a multivalued section of the trivial line bundle L. Since

L is trivial, there is a C" section ß of L - {0}. Therefore, we know that M is

orientable. Let A/ be the universal covering space of M and 50, ß the pull-
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backs of aQ, ß, respectively. 50 is then a single-valued symplectic or volume

form on M. We have then ß = gâ0 on M, where we may assume that g is a

positive C00 function. If a0 is a single-valued form on M, then we set g ■ 1.

Let II be the covering transformation group of M. For any \p E n, we see

yp*ß = ß, and \¡/*a0 = t(^)50 where r(ip) is a constant depending on \p (cf. the

last paragraph of §7). Therefore, we see 4>*g = g/r(\p). Though g is not a

function on M, 9 = dg/g is a closed 1-form such that \p*9 = 9, and hence

defines a closed 1-form 9 on M. We see easily that dß = 9 A ß.

Let \0tCon{(M) be the group of all C00 diffeomorphisms 9 such that

<p*a0 = c(<p)aQ, where c(<p) is a positive constant depending on <p. Let tp be a

lift of <p onto M. Then we have <p*ä0 = c(tp)â0 and uV*(ç>*g/g) = tp*g/g for

any $ £ II, because »^cp = ¡pip. Moreover, ip*ß = (<p*g/g)c(<p)ß; hence

(<P*g/g)c(<p) defines a positive C00 function/p on M such that <p*ß = £,/?. It

is easy to see that (tp'tpfß = (?*/,,•) -f^-ß.

Let rOj^) be the space of all C00 functions on M and r+(lw) the space of

all positive functions on M. T+(lM) is a group under natural multiplications.

We make a semidirect product T+(lM) * ty(M) (where ^M) is the group of

all C°° diffeomorphisms of M) by defining (/',tp') * (/,cp) = ((<p*f')f,<p'<p).

There is a natural inclusion /' of ^>conf(M) into T+(lM) * ^(M) given by

'(?>) = (fr<p)-
Now, as usual, we can define a Lie algebra structure on T(lM) 8 ï(M)

associated with the above group structure. This is given as follows:

[(/, u), (/', u')] = («'/ - uf, [u, «']),   where [«, m'] - u'u - MM'.

Let r(7^) be the space of all C00 1-forms on M and T(AkT¿) the space of

all C°° &-forms on A/. We define an (anti) action p of T+(lM) * ^(M) on the

space T(AeT*) 8 r(7¿), e = 2 or «, by p(ef,<p)(£,-n) = (e"Ví.9*ií - #)•

If (es,tp)(ß,9) = (ß,9), then <p*ß = efß and df=tp*9-9. Since £

= ag/g, the second equality shows that a"/ = ¿(log (9*g/g)), where / is the

pull-back of/onto A?. Hence, we have e* = c<j>*g/g, where c is a constant.

From the first equality, we have <p*&0 =.câ0. Thus, the constant c is

determined by rp, and, moreover, ef = c(q>)q>*g/g; hence (e^tp)

£ ^ conf (A/). The converse is easy to check.

Consider a curve (e-^'.cp,) such that/0 = 0, <p0 = id, and/, cp, are of class

C00 with respect to (t,x), x E A/. Set A = 3/3,|,=0/,, w = ö/öj^ocp,. Taking

the derivative of p(es',<pt)(ß,9) at / = 0, we have the following linear map:

A(h,u) - (QJ - A/5, eMÖ - ¿A) = (d(ßAu) + (dß)Ju - hß,d(9Ju) - dh).

We regard A as a linear mapping of r(lM) 8 H(M) into T( AE7¿) 8 T(7^).

Now, if /I(A,«) = 0, then A = 0Jn - c, where c is a constant. Using the first

equality üuß = A/?, we have
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(dgJù)àQ + gd(à0Jù) -g(9Jw - c}â0 - 0,

where ü is the lift of u onto M.

We remark that 9 = dg/g and we see d(à0lù~) + cà0 = 0. Therefore, the

constant c is determined by u and, moreover, ßua0 = c(u)a0. We denote by

£aoiCOnf(A/) the Lie algebra of all u £ Z(M) such that Qua0 = c(u)aQ. The

above argument shows the following:

Lemma 9.1. The Lie algebra £aoConf(A/) is given by the kernel of A:

T(lM) © 3E(A/) -* IXAe7¿) 9 r(7£),'/1(A,«) = (fiB/J - hß,Qu9 - dh). The

canonical inclusion of £aoConf(A/) into T(lM) © £(M) is given by u\-* (9}u

- c(u), u).

Let k: lM © TM -» Ae~ 7]£ © lw be the bundle morphism defined by

k(X,X) = (ßJX, X - 9lX), where lM is the trivial bundle Rx M and TM,T¿

are the tangent and the cotangent bundles of M, respectively. Since ß is of

maximal rank, it is clear that k is an isomorphism. Define a differential

operator D by the following:

D: T(AC-XT*) © T(lM) - T(AeT*) © T(T*),

D(v,g) = (dri - 9 A r,-gß,-dg).

Then it is easy to see that A = Dk. Similarly, we define a differential operator

D of r(Ae~x+iT*) © IX A'T*) into IX A£+/7¿) © r( A,+l T*) by

Z)«,Ti) = (^-ff AÉ-î, A ß,-drt),

where -oo < / < oo and AJT¿¡ = {0} for/ < 0. We see easily D2 = 0. Let

D* be the formal adjoint operator with respect to an arbitrarily fixed

riemannian metric on M.

Lemma 9.2. D = DD* + D* D is an elliptic operator.

The proof is trivial, because the symbol o(D) is equal to that of the operator

D%r,) - (rffc-rfn).
(B) We have now the following diagram:

*°o(M) C *.0.co-iCM)

0/
r(iM) © i(Af)

IX A£-27i) —^— ríA^1/^) © r(iM) —?-+ r( A6^) © r(7* )

where 3E   (A/) is defined in §8, i(u) = (9ju - c(u), u) and D: Y(A~2T^¡)
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->• r(A£_,r^) 8 T(lM) is given by £>(£) = (d£ - 9 A £,0). By definition,

c(u) = 0 for any u E Xao(M). Therefore ic/(Xao(A/)) C r(Ae_l7^) 8 {0},

i.e., Ki(u) = (ßju, 0).

Now, we set

K0AM) = {" e ^M)\id(u) = 7J>y, suppy is compact},

where, of course, a0 is a multivalued symplectic or volume structure.

Lemma 9.3. Zao>c(M) is the core ofXa<¡(M) and ofXao<con{(M).

Proof. It is easy to see using a partition of unity that £ (M) has property

(P). Therefore it is contained in the cores of 3Ea (A/) and Xa conf(A/). To prove

the converse, it is enough to show that any u £ £a conf (M) with a sufficiently

small support is contained in XaoC(A/). It is easy to see that u E 3E (A/),

because a0J« = 0 outside of the support.

Assume that supp u is contained in an evenly covered open ball U in M. Let

it: M -* A7 be the projection, {? = m (U) is then a disjoint union of open

balls \p(U'), \p E n, where n is the covering transformation group and W is

an open ball in M which is diffeomorphic to U through the projection it. Now,

recall that kí(u) = (ßju, 0) and d(ßju) -9 a (ßju) = 0. Therefore, d(ßjü)

— 0 A (ßJü) = gd(à0Jû) — 0, where ü is the lift of u onto M. By the

Poincaré lemma, there is y' such that (â0Jû)\U' = dy' and suppy' C £/'. Let

tO/') be the constant defined by tp* ä0 = t(u/)50 . Then we have

50Jw = d 2  tO/0~VY'-

Since t^i/' n yp'U' = 0 for any ff ell such that $ =¿ uV, the right-hand

side is well defined. Note that \p*g = t(i|/)~ g. We have then

ßJÜ = d( 2   ^*(gY')) - Ö A ( 2   ^*(gY')).

Since 2¿en ^(sy') is invariant under the action of n, this defines a form y

on M such that supp y C U, and /?Jw = dy - 9 A y = Dy. This proves the

lemma.
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